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About This Game

Freebie is a casual game where you launch a ball against a paddle and hit a green surface. Be careful not to hit the red surfaces
or you'll lose a life!

Two Game Modes:
-Normal mode

-Epilepsy mode (This mode is unsuitable for those prone to epileptic seizures.)
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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Free Games Info, hyperboreanGames
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
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Simple game but I still enjoyed it. I finished the epilepsy mode with a score of 69 which makes me dizzy for a few minutes.
Pretty casual and enjoying.. Dramatic: NO. Hey its basically free game.. jogo tão bom que só percebi que eu tinha quando
apareceu em promoção
. I wanted to cry.. Great game, for price. Also includes steam cards!. cool for the money

. if you have a 90% copun off this game and selling it's trading cards will be more than 0.10$ so yes buy this game :D. Trading
cards.... If you have epilepsi and wanna dancec until you die then just play this game
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Easy game get all of achievments in 10 minutes :P :). Name is Freebie, developer is Free Games Info, costs 0.99. Welp, okay.
took me 20 mins to get all of the achievements
Just buy on sale for the cards. i just started playing my all games i own, so its really cool.. Si la verdad es una experiencia de
juego que va mas alla de todo lo que conocemos hoy en dia, como si una bocanada de aire fresco te viniera directa a la cara y te
dijera soy el♥♥♥♥♥♥amo. Nice little game.. Not too hard but it takes focus.

5 Achievements to unlock.. I got this from a gleam giveaway, though I cannot recall the sponser. Either way, thanks for the
game. ^_^ )

Freebie. A game that is obviously not free, yet should be free. It's $1 for a single minigame. You have a blue, rotating bar, green
borders, red borders, and 2 ball launchers you control (They're locked in place, you simply fire).

It's well-programmed, though that's the only real benefit I can say this. Along with that, it's a decent minigame...I legitimately
sunk 17 minutes into this title until I got the rest of the achievements. At that point, there was no longer a purpose to play this
particular title.

The 3 music tracks are ear-grating and the "epilepsy" mode simply makes someone sick with all the spinning. If you want to
play it, please do yourself a favor and play without music on the normal mode. Also, you don't HAVE to score 50 in a row. You
are allowed 3 HP. 2 free mistakes and the "gameover" health point.

Do I recommend Freebie? Hard to really say. Considering that you're paying $1 for a single minigame, I'm going to have to say
"No" on this piece. I don't HATE this title, but from the eyes of a consumer there is bound to be a disappointed perspective.

3.5/10 Good to pass a little time, but after 10 minutes, you'll be bored.. Freebie should actually be a Free game...
What you do in this game is you toss a ball at a spinning stick. Hoping to get it to the other color (or colour). And that's what you
do for the whole game. Oh and you get three lives. But, if you really into puzzle games and wanting something cheap... Here's
your game. If IIf I saved my money, I could've spent $5 at KFC, to buy chicken!
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